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Abstract 
Perfect analysis of a long-distance transmission line connected to a salient-
pol巴 synchronousgen巴ratorcan be p巴rformョd，as this pap巴rshows，only by an 
introduction of the coordinat巴sof static symm号tricalaxes. Usual mann巴rs，
such as by symm巴tricalaxes， orrectangular coordinates， fail in this purpose. 
The author thus obtained fundamentaI differential巴quationson both a trans-
mission line and a saIient-pole generator in Iinear forms with constant coefficients 
and combined into the matrix equation. 
~ = (~'Cρ) + ~'M句)J ~ 
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Z，(が，Z2(P) = Z，伊)， ZoCρ〉が計算される訳で~り一般にこれ等はρ の整分数函数である
から，これを
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I n 0 
Ilr十(p+j)A(ρ)1-2ρ十j)BωI 0 
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